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LONDON: The euro-zone’s hopes for a
strong economic recovery this year have
soured over the past couple months, partly
because of the crisis over Greece’s future in
the currency zone and fading growth in
China. So there’s growing speculation that
official figures released Friday will show the
19-country bloc’s growth rate eased during
the second quarter.

With most elements of economic activity
- such as industrial production, retail sales
and construction - already shown to have
had a subdued quarter, economists think the
quarterly growth rate was unchanged at 0.4
percent. Many note, however, that the figure
could disappoint and come in as low as 0.2

percent. “Recent European data have tended
to underwhelm, suggesting that the euro
area has struggled to build upon the
momentum gained earlier in the year,” said
James Nixon, chief European economist at
Oxford Economics. “The recovery is therefore
delicately placed.” 

The stalling in growth would be disap-
pointing for the euro-zone, where there was
much optimism in early spring that the
region was set for a strong pick-up. With oil
prices sharply lower, the euro at multiyear
lows and the European Central Bank on a 1.1
trillion-euro ($1.3 trillion) bond-buying spree
to keep market interest rates low, there were
hopes that the euro-zone had turned a cor-

ner after years of crisis. In the first quarter of
2015, the euro-zone’s big four economies -
Germany, France, Italy and Spain - were all
growing at the same time for the first time
since 2010.

Since then, the euro-zone has seen the
Greek debt crisis explode again and suffered
from growing uncertainty over the Chinese
economy. Though Greece may only account
for around 2 percent of the euro-zone’s
annual GDP, it has proved a headache for its
partners in the region. As the prospect of a
Greek exit from the euro grew in June and
July, tensions grew, hurting confidence
among investors and consumers.  By con-
trast, China is not a minnow - it is the world’s

second-largest economy - and its economic
slowdown and market volatility in the last
few months are having a negative impact
around the world. Just like the United States,
if China sneezes, the world catches a cold.  

Still, the euro-zone economy is expected
to push ahead in the second half of the year,
now that the worst of the crisis over Greece’s
future is over. “We are fairly confident about
the recovery continuing despite the potential
headwinds,” said Mark Wall, chief economist
at Deutsche Bank. He noted the biggest dan-
gers to the euro-zone were uncertainty over
Greece, the economic slowdown in emerg-
ing markets and China, and possible interest
rate hikes by the US Federal Reserve.— AP

Euro-zone economic recovery stalled 

ATHENS: Lawmakers in Greece began yester-
day debating a third international bailout,
ahead of a vote on the 85-billion-euro ($94.8-
billion) rescue package, on which euro-zone
finance ministers are to give their verdict
today.  “The timetable is tight so we are
forced into this emergency procedure,”
Gerasimos Balaouras, a lawmaker from the
leftist Syriza party of Prime Minister Alexis
Tsipras said, kickstarting the debate in parlia-
mentary committees.

Balaouras reminded parliamentarians that
Athens had to repay 3.4 billion euros owed to
the European Central Bank by August 20 -
and that by adopting the European-
International Monetary Fund bailout hoped
to unlock default-saving funds on time. From
the committees, the debate will move to a
full parliamentary session yesterday evening,
with a vote expected during the night.
Better-than-expected growth figures
released yesterday gave Tsipras a boost

going into the ballot.
National statistics agency estimates

showed the economy expanding 0.8 percent
in the second quarter of 2015 - when debt-
laden Greece came dangerously close to
crashing out of the euro-zone-compared with
the first three months of the year, when it
posted zero growth. Previous estimates by
the agency had shown the economy shrink-
ing 0.2 percent in the first quarter, and EU
source predict it will tumble back into reces-
sion this year. During the last two votes on
reforms demanded by creditors in exchange
for another cash injection, dozens of Syriza
lawmakers mutinied, leaving Tsipras relying
on the opposition to push through more of
the austerity he once vowed to dump.

Euro-zone verdict awaited
After weeks of talks, Greece and its credi-

tors reached a technical agreement on the
new bailout on Tuesday, but the deal has yet

to be approved by euro-zone members. Euro-
zone finance ministers will meet today in
Brussels to give their verdict on the 400-page
document. Tsipras has expressed confidence
the new plan will carry the day, both in
Athens and in other European capitals. “I am
and remain confident that we will succeed in
reaching a deal and loan support... that will
end economic uncertainty,” he said. Berlin,
however, has urged caution. “We have for-
mulated questions,” Germany’s finance min-
istry said in a statement Wednesday. “These
are part of the review process which is not
yet completed.” German newspaper Bild cit-
ed a two-page finance ministry document
that raised questions about Greece’s debt
sustainability, privatizations and the role of
the IMF, among other matters. Finnish
Finance Minister Alexander Stubb-whose
country is also a firm believer in the econom-
ic healing properties of austerity-has also
sounded a cautious note on the deal.— AFP 

ATHENS: Elderly women wait at a bus stop in central Athens yesterday. The Greek government defended its
new bailout program as tough but essential to avoid the nation’s financial collapse, as it faced a rebellion in
parliament ahead of a vote on the deal later in the day. — AP 

Greece MPs debate 
third bailout deal
Euro-zone finance ministers meet in Brussels

Ukraine crunch debt talks 
move into the second day

KIEV: Ukraine’s crunch talks with its biggest creditors moved into a sec-
ond day yesterday as both sides sought a workable solution for keeping
the former Soviet country from hurtling into default. Two people close to
the discussions told AFP that no deal was reached when Ukrainian
Finance Minister Natalie Jaresko met debt managers of the Franklin
Templeton investment giant in San Francisco on Wednesday.

Templeton and three other financial titans hold two-thirds of the
$15.3 billion in savings that cash-strapped Ukraine is seeking on its total
foreign debt over the coming four years. The group has refused to accept
any major reduction to its bonds’ face value and wants a proposed matu-
rity extension to expire as soon as Ukraine’s imploding economy returns
to growth. Sources said the bondholders have put strict conditions on a
proposed write-down of between five and 10 percent-well off the 40 per-
cent figure originally sought by Kiev. Ukraine’s US-born finance minister
has since submitted a number of counter-proposals whose details remain
private but reportedly include a smaller write-down request.

Kiev is next due to make a $60 million (54 million euro) Eurobond
interest payment on August 23. But it faces the much larger hurdle of
covering $500 million in principal that matures on September 23. The
pro-Western government that emerged in the wake of the 2014 ouster of
a Moscow-backed leadership has signaled repeated plans to impose a
potentially devastating debt moratorium if no solution is reached within
days. “Time is running out,” one source said ahead of the negotiations.
“There is a clause written into the September 23 repayment which states
that any changes to the payment must be approved by the bondholders
at least 21 days before the payment is due,” the person said.

A $40 billion IMF-led rescue program requires Ukraine to restructure
the $15.3 billion in order to keep down its debt-to-growth ratio and be
able to tap into foreign money markets by the end of 2017. An agree-
ment with the California creditors could open the door to similar deals
being struck with the other three members of the Ad-hoc Committee of
Noteholders to Ukraine. But Kiev also needs to find a compromise with
several additional bondholders who are negotiating on their own. All
these arrangements must be signed by September 2 in order to keep
Ukraine from entering a so-called “hard default” that could potentially
shut it out of global borrowing markets for years to come.

Templeton under pressure
The commercial lenders argue that Kiev is under-reporting the size of

its expected 2016 economic bounceback from a contraction that should
reach about nine percent this year. They demand higher coupon pay-
ments in return for any big restructuring deal. The creditors also expect
Kiev-now mainly making payments on interest to resume covering its
maturing principal as early as next year.

Some analysts expect Ukraine to seek a temporary debt maturity
extensions that could provide all sides more time to talk. But both the
International Monetary Fund and Washington have mounted pressure
on lenders to accept sacrifices for the benefit of the war-torn east
European state. Billionaire George Soros-famous for making a daring cur-
rency bet against the Bank of England as well as supporting countries
emerging from decades of communist rule-said the creditors were doing
themselves a disserves by rejecting any short-term sacrifice.

“When a country and its lenders can reach a speedy deal, even one
that imposes losses on lenders, the country is usually back in the market
in a year or two,” Soros wrote in a commentary for The Wall Street
Journal. “Former US Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady understood this
when he unveiled the Brady Plan in 1989, which urged banks to accept
debt relief, at least for those Latin American countries pursuing sensible
reforms,” Soros noted. “Today, Mr Brady is chairman of Ukraine’s largest
bondholder, Franklin Templeton,  which is pressing hard against debt
relief. It is difficult to reconcile his position in 1989 with Franklin
Templeton’s position today.”— AFP 


